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-Greek type. The next, Kushan layer, adds traces of Buddhistic
influences, and several inscriptions in Soghdian. The Sasaniao, fifth
layer, introduces quite new forms,—typical Sasanian art technique,
and figurines with Turkish features and maces. In the .sixth layer
appear green-bluish glazed pottery and Soghdian coins, casts and with
a square hole in the middle, after the Chinese fashion".
W. Ivanow, JBBRAS. Vol. 77, p. 2g*
Ivanow, W.—Some Recent Russian Publicatdons on Archs&o-
logical Research  in   Central   Asia.     JBBRAS.  Vol.  17
•(N.S.), pp. 25-41, 2 plates.	[1644
Takes stock of a few  Russian publications on Oriental subjects,
•which have been received in Bombay.
Jain, Hiralal—Paisacl Traits in the Languages of the
Kharosthi Inscriptions from Chinese Turkistan. 2fWJ.
No. 7," to. 40-45.	[1645
Notes how far the Paisaci tendencies are noticeable in the language of
the Kharosthi documents discovered by Sir Aurel Stein in Chinese
Turkistan,.and.assigns to the language a place amongst the varieties
of Prakrit known to ancient grammarians, and calls it Paisaci or a
form of Paisacl Brakrit The conclusion throws somefrashtlight upon
the question of the original home of 'Paisaci.
Kurdian, H—An Armenian MS, with Unique Mongolian
Miniatures. JRAB. (1941), pp. 145-148, 3 plates. [1646
Describes a 'MS. composed of two different Armenian texts. ;One of
HaiswSwttrk written about 1630, and the other of Jashots (church
.ritual). In the fragmentary JasJiots there are two full page miniatures:
The Nativity and the Crucifixion, which have been executed aver the
original writing of the MS. The writer considers .that the technique
of the miniature is not Armenian but Mongolian. Concludes;
"Perhaps through plunder or in some other way the MS. came into
the possession of a Mongolian miniaturist who then produced -these
-.compositions solely to satisfy an urge to:miniatur« a large and important
looking MS."
Lattifiaore, 'Owen—Inner Asian Frontier of China. Ameri-
can Geographical Society (Research Series No. 21),
'8*'x 5V6", pp. xxiv + 586, New York, 1940,	[1647
The area considered includes virtually the whole terrain of Central
and Eastern Asia with whteh China has. had close contact, and .the
time sequence embraces-a detailed survey of the different forms -of
•social evolution'from the neolithic to ;the imperial age and ,a broader
•but most suggestive discussion of modern developments and con-
temporary tendencies an4 possibilities,,

